The only other opportunity normally to meet with the HSE is when you are being inspected, which may not be that pleasant! So come along to meet Kate Leftly for an update on recent changes, looking at the following topics:-

- Changes to sentencing guidelines
- Current CDM update on issues occurring.
- Current HSE areas that are being targeted.
- Common Areas Contractors fail, (photo examples).
- Common Areas Principal Designers and/or Clients fail at.

Followed by an opportunity to quiz the expert.

If you work within the Built Environment this event is for you! The CIOB welcome non-members and members from other institutions

Bacon Rolls, Pastries, Fruit, Tea, Coffee and Orange Juice served from 8am

t: +01344 630834
e: nbreakspear@ciob.org.uk
w: http://events.cio.org/